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There's a lot to like about casual point-and-click adventure: diverse locales, exciting story, great graphics, and a few fun hidden-
object scenes, as well as easy mini-games. There's even a cheesy goth theme song. Fans of the genre would enjoy this. There are
some stand-out elements. First of all, it's, like, the girliest of the girliest of themes. We already know these games target a
female audience, but having you play as a stunning fashion designer is laying it on a bit thick. hope you enjoy arranging fashion
collections and refusing to get dirty. And obviously all the women-warrior-heroes look like supermodels. There are also some
nice ideas for mechanics involving combat and magic, which unfortunately are barely used. There are two problems: one is that
it's too short and easy. The other is that there's a major production blunder for the English voice acting. It's usually fine, but
once in a while the protagonist's voice is replaced with this bizarre shrill other voice that I imagine was a placeholder during
development. Either they forget to replace those audio clips, or they just didn't finish the production. It ends up being quite
jarring, but also funny.. Excellent. Deserves its high reviews. This is a point and click style casual adventure game, with some
"use the item / shape" type hidden object scenes. I found it entertaining and well-designed. When I was done, I wanted a sequel.
Note: there are definitely a few jump scares, and the atmosphere is creepy at times; nothing I'd classify as horror, but something
to bear in mind I liked the title song - very cool. There were a few places with dialogue choices, but I couldn't tell if the answers
mattered (except for one easy achievement). That aspect felt unfinished, somehow - as if they'd planned for more complexity,
then decided against it. That said, it was nice to be able to choose my character's overall personality through those choices. A
very solid 9.5 out of 10 for me for this type of game.. This is a conflicting game for me. The puzzles were a mixed bag of super
easy to just about right. I found all the HOG scenes to be well done but a few felt anemic. There was one HOG scene that
required you to match a list of items to where they belonged on the scene. I thought that was well done. The story was alright but
left me wanting more and I felt the ending to be inconclusive. You are a young lady who finds out she belongs to some sort of
secret society. I won't say more than that. The voice of the protagonist seemed a little childish at stressful times but who's to say.
There is a map but it only pops up past the half way mark of the game and by that time it felt like a cheat to use it since you are
already accustomed to doing a lot of back tracking, but I did use it and I was left with a feeling that I rushed to the conclussion
by its use. Is it worth picking up? Yes, but there are better out there. Relax the brain a little and settle in for an easy game and
you will most likely like this game.. Standard but good HOG. Pretty simple but well made. Nothing special to mention.. Very
good hidden object game. Nice graphics, good story, good drops of originality, long enough. Nice piece of work.
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